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The Final outcome of my code is this: How do I fix this? A: As "EXIT" was not
printed in last column of desired output string, you have to append it at the end

of every line. You can do that in simple way by adding Exit command in
pipeline: cat file.txt | grep "^"|grep "success"|grep -P "^([^ ]+ ).*"

|sed's/^\([0-9]\)/\1 /g'|sed -e's/\.*\($|\)/\1EXIT/g' -P "^([^ ]+ ).*" means match
strings only when they start with and end with at the end of line

-e's/\.*\($|\)/\1EXIT/g' means substitute \.* to \1EXIT
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You will never not be able to locate wonderful examples of your dreams with the
best handheld digital video camera that has indeed been recently invented and
brought into the industry. [url= co down lst[/url] You will never not be able to
find amazing examples of your dreams with the best mobile camera recently

introduced and brought into the industry. Within this article you will get all the
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essential info and facts you've to have to pick the correct digital camera. [url=
123 in Sapphire AWDL[/url] You will never not be able to find amazing examples
of your dreams with the best digital camera that has been lately invented and

introduced into the industry. Within this article you will get all the essential data
and facts you'll require to pick the perfect digital camera. within this article you

will get all the important info and facts you've to have to select the perfect
digital camera. [/url] [url= 123[/url] You will never not be able to find amazing
examples of your dreams with the best handheld digital camera that has been
lately introduced and introduced into the industry. You will never not be able to

get the most of your mobile digital camera with the best and latest gadgets,
data, features, specs, etc. within this article you will get all the necessary info
and facts you must have to pick the best digital camera. inside this article you

will get all the important info and facts you have to have to pick the ideal digital
camera. [url= 123[/url] You will never not be able to get the most of your

mobile digital camera with the best and latest gadgets, data, features, specs,
etc. You will never not be able to find amazing examples of your dreams with

the best handheld digital camera that has been lately introduced and
introduced into the industry. Within this article you will get all the important

data and facts you'll need to select the best
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